
DEcentralised Citizens
Owned Data Ecosystem

Enabling Citizens’ control of their personal data



What is DECODE?

• European project – H2020 - CAPS call funded project (5 M Eur.)

• 3 years (Dec. 2016-Dec.2019)

• Coordinated from IMI (Barcelona City Council) , Francesca Bria,
CTID

• 14 partners, 6 countries (ES, NL, UK, FR, IT, SW)
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Challenge: Enabling the Data Commons

1. People have lost control of their data.

2. The current digital ecosystem is highly fragmented and 

siloed.

3. Most of data today is controlled by a handful of 

monopolies.

4. Monopolization of data creates economic inefficiencies 

and inequalities.

Can we regain control of our data?

We want to decide liquidly who to share it with, under 

which rules, when and for what purpose and we want to 

do it in a transparently.

Real data sovereignty
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Why DECODE?

Current paradigm

- Data is a commodity, that one can buy and sell.

- Data handling is opaque.

- Even if there is regulation, there is no possible

enforcement!

- We produce the data, they own it.

- Benefits of data sharing are privatized.

Intended paradigm

- Data is a common infrastructure where to build

projects upon.

- Data handling and usage is transparent.

- Data is shared according to rules set by common

(enforceable) governance.

- Benefits of data sharing are reverted to the

community.
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Goals

Taking back our digital sovereignty

DECODE aims to develop practical alternatives to how we

use the internet by giving individuals the power to take

control of their personal data and share it on their own

terms.

Building the data commons

DECODE will explore how to build a data-centric digital

economy where data that is generated and gathered by

citizens, the Internet of Things (IoT), and sensor networks is

available for broader communal use, with appropriate

privacy protections.
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Data sovereignty for the people

DECODE responds to people’s concerns about a loss of control over

their personal information on the internet.

People should decide about their data:

DECODE Technology

DECODE is a decentralized, privacy-enhancing, rights preserving
platform to give back data sovereignty to people and enable citizens’
digital rights

It provides:
DECODE App

DECODE OS

DECODE Distributed nodes

DECODE Data Commons Management

DECODE blockchain and smart contract platform
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- which want to share 

- with whom

- for which purposes

- on what terms



DECODE Pilots

We are running 4 pilots in 2 European cities, Barcelona and
Amsterdam with the objective to test DECODE’S technology,
focusing on communities with real uses cases detected in previous
discovery sessions.

Pilots phases
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Barcelona pilots
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Barcelona pilots

Digital Democracy and Data Commons (DDDC)

The pilot will integrate a new DECODE module with Decidim.org, which

allows e-petitions to be signed anonymously but in line with

authentication requirements. This new system for citizen petitions gives

people more control over their data.

DECODE will enhance privacy, transparency (via the DECODE

distributed ledger) and allow data sharing and visualization (via the

BCNNOW platform http://bcnnow.decodeproject.eu).

The pilot has also opened a deliberative, participatory process on the

politics and economics of data, and how Barcelona could constitute a

democratic city data commons.

Would you like to participate? https://dddc.decodeproject.eu
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Barcelona pilots

Citizen Science Data Governance

In this pilot residents will use environmental sensors which record
factors such as noise levels and pollution. DECODE technology will
enable them to share this encrypted data anonymously with their
communities, on their own terms in order to control what information is
shared with whom, and under which conditions.

The pilot will run sessions to train and support participants to help them
setup and use the sensors to gather and analyze data to influence city-
level decisions.

This pilot will be run in collaboration with Ideas for Change and FabLab
Barcelona.
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Amsterdam pilots

Amsterdam register - age check with municipal census data

This pilot will give citizens access to personal data that is stored in the

municipal database, and allows them to share these data in a different

context, online or offline.

In the pilot, participants will use DECODE technology to prove their age,

certifying that they are over 16 or 18 years of age, without having to

share their full identity or social security number.

This pilot uses Attribute Based Credentials, a data minimizing

authentication mechanism.
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Amsterdam pilots

Gebied Online

GebiedOnline is a local neighbourhood social network in Amsterdam.

Access to is currently managed by email/password or Facebook login,

creating unwanted dependencies and security problems.

This pilot provides an opportunity for DECODE to test a more privacy-

preserving local social network.

To achieve this the pilot will introduce a feature which allows access to

the platform using Attribute Based Credentials, giving each active

community on the platform the choice of which credentials it can accept.
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Digital Democracy and Data commons pilot

10:30h-12:30h, 14th Nov in the Sharing Cities Summit (Location: SCEWC

HALL1&2)

- One presentation talk and one workshop for each of the tracks of the

DDDC pilot (legal, economic, governance, experimental). The

meeting will be focused in the production of proposals of pro-

commons alternatives to the current data economy.

Citizen Science Data Governance

4th-5th Dec (Location: KUBIK Barcelona)

- Workshop: Personal data awareness and entitlements.

Activities to identify preferences of the participants and co-design 

what data to share, who with, under which conditions and for what 

purpose.

PILOTS ARE STARTING, JOIN US!
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https://www.decodeproject.eu/

@DECODEproject

More info: info@decodeproject.eu

DECODE is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Programme.

Grant agreement number 732546

https://www.decodeproject.eu/

